Access control and time & attendance

INTUS Biometrics
+ Completely integrated in INTUS access control and time & attendance
+ Palm vein authentication for high security requirements
+ Fingerprint for security and convenience
+ Combined with RFID technology and PIN entry
+ Prize-awarded design, ergonomical and efficient

High security applications
Convenience applications
Optical signaling

Personalized access control
and time & attendance recording.

ID cards or PIN codes are widespread tools
for employee identification in access control.
But since these methods are not directly linked
to an individual, abuse is hard to prevent.

Biometrics: from ease
of use to high security.

Biometric features are unique and make it
possible to authenticate an individual without
any doubt. Are you looking for face, iris
or retina recognition? Fingerprint or palm vein
recognition? Biometrics alone or combined
with RFID?
We invite you to benefit from our many years
of experience in biometrics and security tech-

Biometrics

Palm vein – Fingerprint

Identification

nology. Because nothing is as costly as an
unsuitable concept which has to be revised from
scratch at a later point in time. While it is true

If you want

that biometric technologies principally offer

to make sure.

much higher security than conventional methods,
there are situations where biometrics alone will
not be enough.

The INTUS PS palm vein authentication is a
technology that ideally combines ease of use

PCS will assist you in developing the right con-

with high security requirements. With an

cept and selecting the appropriate technologies.

impressive level of exactness and security

And there is always the option to combine your

(FAR*= 0.000 08%, FRR: 0.01%). The palm

specific biometric solution with RFID technology.

vein authentication is an ideal access control

So that the foundation is right.

system for data centers, banks, executive
suites or airport security zones.
The palm vein recognition system combines
the security of iris recognition with the convenience of a fingerprint reader. The palm
vein authentication system is available for
wall mounting (1600PS) and for integration in
pedastals und turnstiles (INTUS PS Head Unit).

Biom
Scanning the vein pattern.

With hand vein authentication, the user simply
holds his hand in front of the access reader.
The sensor reacts when a hand approaches and
immediately starts identification. Self-evident

Read from the hand.

and ergonomic.

The palm vein pattern is extremely complex
and hidden inside the human body, completely
protected against abuse and manipulation.
The layout of the veins remains unchanged
throughout a lifetime, and it is different in
each individual. Soiled skin, impure skin, or
superficial injuries have no effect.
The palm vein pattern remains the same
whether it’s warm or cold.
The palm vein authentication is contactless

BIOMETRICS

and ensures the highest degree of hygiene.

Sensor transmits infrared
radiation to the hand,
venous blood absorbs
infrared rays

Sensor camera captures
image (5 MB)

Software generates
template (0.8 kB)

Template is stored
(database/card/tag)

metrics
Design for intuitive use.

The palm vein recognition system has received
several awards. In addition to the technical
innovation, the outstanding optical design has
been awarded. Continuously optimized since
2010, the biometric reader convinces through
precision and performance in high-security
applications.

All fits together.

The INTUS PS system is completely
integrated with the INTUS access solutions.
Interfacing to a higher-level system
via an Ethernet, RS485 (LBus OSDP) or
Wiegand port, it acts as an intelligent
access reader towards the access control
manager and can easily be integrated
with other access control systems as well.
Insensitivity to sunlight and the outstanding speed of identification enabling
many application scenarios.

Misplaced a finger?

Fingerprint recognition is the most
widespread biometric solution.
It’s inexpensive, robust, and easy to use.
Increasingly, fingerprint technology
is used for pure convenience applications
such as time clocking eliminating
the need for the costly card management.
Forgotten access cards are a thing
of the past.

FP
Fingerprint

Verification
Identification

INTUS Fingerprint
comfortable and secure.

The PCS fingerprint sensor makes operation
a child‘s play. The illuminated LEDs signalise
recognition. It is suitable for up to
5,000 employees. It can be installed both
on the office door and on the factory gate.
Access control simply appealing.

Simply read or record.

Fingerprint solutions from PCS are available both
for verification (comparison against card) and
for identification (comparison against database).
INTUS Fingerprint is available as
_ Access reader (INTUS 800FP) for connection
to the INTUS ACM access control managers
_ Time recording terminal for on-premise or
cloud solutions (INTUS 5320FP)
The sky is the limit.

Technology

INTUS 800FP

INTUS 5320FP

INTUS 1600PS

Fingerprint

Fingerprint

Palm vein pattern

Application/focus

Access reader/
Time & attendance/
convenience
convenience and access
		control
Number of users
- identification
- verification

5,000
Any headcount

5,000
Any headcount

Access reader/
high security 		

1,000
Any headcount

Connection
RS485, LBus
Ethernet, WLAN
Ethernet, Wiegand, LBus,
			OSDF
Sensor certification

FAP20
PIV

FAP20
PIV

BSI – Common
Criteria Level 2

To connect to
INTUS ACM
Host und and cloud
		
solutions
			

Via INTUS PS controler to
INTUS ACM or third party
access control manager

Outdoor use

Yes (protected
outdoor use)

Yes (protected
outdoor use)

Yes (protected 		
outdoor use)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

200 x 102 x 41 (61) mm

217 x 170 x 110 mm

300 x 140 x 71 mm

Biometrics

to combine with RFID access readers

Palm vein recognition

PalmSecure INTUS
Fingerprint

Biometric terminals
of PCS.
Other notable features

Pfaelzer-Wald-Str. 36
81539 Munich
Phone +49 - 89 - 68004-0
intus@pcs.com

Ruhrallee 311
45136 Essen
Phone +49 - 201 - 89416-0

Technical details subject to change without notice.
PCS, INTUS, DEXICON, „The terminal people.“
and „INTUS. The terminal“ are trademarks
of PCS Systemtechnik GmbH. PalmSecure is a
trademark of Fujitsu Group.
All other product names are trademarks or registered
trademarks of the respective companies and
organisations.
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INTUS terminals include software developed
by the Open SSL project for use in the OpenSSL
Toolkit (http:/www.openssl.org) and cryptographic software written by Eric Young
(eay@cryptsoft.com).

